
As simple as life is…



H E R D A D E D A  M A T I N H A

Cercal, Vila Nova de Mil Fontes



H E R D A D E  D A  M A T I N H A

Rural Tourism in Alentejo Coast

Category❖ 4 

110 ❖ hectars

20 ❖ rooms

Inserted❖ in the Vicentian Route

… where silence is a rare luxury that needs to 
be heard, with time and slowly... 



A L F R E D O  M O R E I R A  D A  S I L V A  a n d A R T

Alfredo made Matinha his story and his house. He has his atelier in Matinha and here he is inspired
to create the paintings that decorate many of the rooms in the Herdade. An artist by profession, he
discovered another love: the kitchen. He learned by trial and sharing and created an open kitchen
where everyone is welcome.



…And with a peculiar history

Back then, as now, Nature and the will to 

welcome

In 1994 they were packing for Australia, when they "stumbled" in 

Matinha. They fell in love with this lost valley in the opulent green 

of Serra do Cercal. The scent of the sea, the shade of the trees

and the tracks carefully carved like lines in the palm of your hand.

More than 20 years later, the Herdadehas grown and extends over

110 hectares of cork oak and pinewood. The old Houses of the

Lavrador, the Vacaria and the Barn were restored to create the

main house.







Rooms

#2 #5 #8

Each room was thought to detail. With natural elements that bring to the landscape and cultural heritage of the region in harmony with the

simplicity and comfort of the architectural elements and modern decoration.

Small Rooms Double Rooms Romantic Rooms

#1

#1

Family Rooms Suite Atelier

Suite La Sete

#3 #2

Family Suites









Our horses
Horses are more like us than we imagine. 

They are endowed with a sensitivity that teaches us a lot about our own emotions when we are with them..

Herdade da Matinha currently has:

- 10 horses of Puro Sangue Lusitano, Cruzado Portugês and Halflinger breeds.

- Horse stroll

- Workshops

- Open all year around



Experiences in Matinha 

- Therapies in the Herdade -
Relax body and soul is the challenge that we give you. Yoga and Pilates classes, Relaxation Massages and other wellness practices are some 
examples of what you can enjoy here.



- Picnics in the Herdade -
Let’s taste, celebrate and preserve Nature with a picnic in Matinha. We prepare everything in order that you can taste and enjoy Nature together
with the ones you love.

Experiences in Matinha 



- Sustainable Agriculture -
We have a wide area of cultivation, open to the public for sustainable activities. Plant a tree with your family or participate in a permaculture
workshop and discover the cycles of nature.

Experiences in Matinha 



- Life Experiences -
In Matinha, we also offer the possibility of developing human and life experiences, such as milk the goats, craft regional cheese, do home made
jams, bread among others.. All with the community at the Herdade.

Experiences in Matinha



- Hiking -
Matinha is part of Rota Vicentina, a network of walking routes in the Southwest of Portugal that totals 450 km and passes through some of the
most beautiful places in the region. If you want to know and discover another side of Portugal, with a cultural, social and environmental heritage
untouched by time and by the hand of men, this is your home.

Experiences in the Region



- Beach-
There are still beaches where the only footprints you will find will be yours. You don´t believe it? A few kilometers from Matinha you will find one
of the region's best kept secrets. Beaches accessible by uncrowded paths where there will be plenty of space to stretch the towel, take a dip in 
the ocean or engage in water sports.

Experiences in Matinha



- Horse Strolls -
Herdade da Matinha currently has 10 horses of Puro Sangue Lusitano, Cruzado Portugês and Halflinger breeds. For us they are family and are 
treated as such. Enjoy their company to know better the Vicentinian Coast.

Experiences in Matinha 



Living and cooking on the Alentejo Coast

Alentejo on a plate. 
In our kitchen we mix the old and the new, in a balance that sharpens the memory and the palate with everything that the earth has to give.





We are here for what you need

At Matinha we are at your disposal to design each event according to your needs.

Here you will find a privileged space for the reflection and sharing of unique moments with your team, a wedding overlooking the mountains, a 

birthday party with live music or a retreat in the Nature.

Meetings and Events

Room• 80m2
Good• for na audience of 60 persons
Meeting • of 30 persons
Natural Light•

Organic• estructure



• Exclusivity
• Weddings up to 100 persons
• Birthday parties with live music
• Cooking Classes

We are here for what you need

Meetings and Events

At Matinha we are at your disposal to design each event according to your needs.

Here you will find a privileged space for the reflection and sharing of unique moments with your team, a wedding overlooking the mountains, a 

birthday party with live music or a retreat in the Nature.



M: +351 933 739 245

E: reservas@herdadedamatinha.com


